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Notes & Tips

Resolution of mixed human DNA samples using mitochondrial
DNA sequence variants
Jerilyn A. Walker, Randall K. Garber, Dale J. Hedges, Gail E. Kilroy, Jinchuan Xing,
and Mark A. Batzer*
Department of Biological Sciences, Biological Computation and Visualization Center, Louisiana State University, 202 Life Sciences Building,
Baton Rouge, LA 70803, USA
Received 15 September 2003

Forensic casework samples routinely contain DNA
from multiple contributors [1], posing a challenge to
investigators attempting to resolve the components of
complex DNA mixtures. Analysis of human mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) is commonly used in forensic investigations to match evidentiary samples to potential
suspects [2,3]. Unique DNA sequences from the hypervariable sequence (HVS)1 region of the mitochondrial
genome (nucleotides 16,024–16,576) from diﬀerent
samples can be compared with known samples to determine if there is a ‘‘match.’’ However, this comparison
strategy becomes exponentially complicated with the
presence of additional contributors within human DNA
samples. Recently, a technique based on denaturing
high-performance liquid chromatography was reported
for the rapid screening of mtDNA for resolution of
mtDNA mixtures and the determination of the number
of contributors [4]. Using this approach, ‘‘identity versus
nonidentity’’ was accurately determined in less than
7 min per sample for 106 pairwise comparisons. Although this approach demonstrates the ability to detect
multiple sequences in a mixed sample, and subsequent
pairwise comparisons can be used to identify potential
contributors, the sequence data themselves are not obtained and it relies on specialized instrumentation that is
not routinely available in most forensic laboratories.
In addition to forensic applications, sequence analyses of the human mtDNA hypervariable control region
have been performed by many investigators as a means
of studying the demographic expansion and migration
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patterns of various population groups [5,6]. As a result,
phylogenetic and demographic associated mtDNA HVS
variants have previously been identiﬁed [7–11]. Here we
present a mtDNA HVS-based approach designed to
determine the number of contributors within a mixed
human DNA sample.
Sequence-speciﬁc oligonucleotide primers were used
for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) ampliﬁcation of a
portion of the human mtDNA hypervariable control
region (HV/F16144: 50 -TGACCACCTGTAGTACA
TAA-30 ; HV/R16410: 50 -GAGGATGGTGGTCAAG
GGAC-30 ) from three individuals of diﬀerent origin.
DNA samples from one Japanese, one Southeast Asian,
and one South American individual were used in these
experiments. All were PCR ampliﬁed individually and in
combination from a mixed template constructed with
equal concentrations of DNA from each individual.
Amplicons were resolved on a 2% agarose gel (Fig. 1A),
excised, and gel puriﬁed using the Wizard SV gel and
PCR cleanup system (Promega, Inc.). Gel puriﬁed
products were cloned using a TOPO-TA cloning kit
(Invitrogen) and sequenced using an ABI Prism 3100
genetic analyzer and BigDye v3.0 (Applied Biosystems,
Inc.). Two separate clones were sequenced from each
individual DNA sample to obtain the reference sequence
from each of the known samples. Thirty-eight clones
derived from the mixed template amplicons containing
all three individuals were sequenced. On review of each
electropherogram, sequences were stored and later
aligned using MegAlign with the ClustalW algorithm
and the default settings (DNAstar Version 5.0 for
Windows) followed by manual reﬁnement. Unique
mtDNA HVSs for each of the individuals were detected
from the mixed DNA sample (Fig. 1B). Sequence data
from 29 clones matched the Japanese individual, 8
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Fig. 1. Ampliﬁcation of the mtDNA HVS and resolution of the number of human contributors. (A) An agarose gel chromatograph of PCR amplicons from the mtDNA HVS region. Lane 1: 100-bp DNA ladder; Lane 2: negative control; Lanes 3–6: mixture of DNAs from individuals in lanes
7–9; Lane 7: DNA from a Japanese individual; Lane 8: DNA from a Southeast Asian individual; Lane 9: DNA from a South American individual.
(B) mtDNA HVS alignment of multiple contributors in a mixed human DNA sample. Bases matching the majority consensus sequence are represented by dashes and unique nucleotide substitutions are shown in boldface. The sequence matching the Japanese individual and the sequence
matching the South American individual each contained four unique nucleotide substitutions diﬀerent from the majority consensus sequence. The
sequence matching the Southeast Asian individual contained two diagnostic substitutions.

clones matched the South American sequence, while
only one matched the Southeast Asian. In this experiment clones were sequenced until the unique sequences
of all three known contributors were detected. The application of this approach to the analysis of complex
DNA mixtures with an unknown number of contributors requires expanded sequencing of diﬀerent clones
until no new variants are detected. Assuming equal
representation of individuals in the mixture, the number
of sequenced clones, x, required to detect n contributors
at a 95% frequency can be estimated by ½1  ððn  1Þ=nÞx
P 0:95: For a mixture of three sequences, this is approximately 8 clones. However, complicating factors in
forensic settings will result in individual cases deviating
signiﬁcantly from the ideal situation. As a general
guideline, we recommend sequencing clones in sets of 10
until no new sequence variants are detected.
We have demonstrated the utility of this sequencebased approach for determination of the number of
contributors in a complex DNA mixture. By retaining
the unique composite sequence data for each individual,

inferences about the number of contributors and their
geographic origin can be made by comparison with
existing mtDNA sequence databases [5,7,12]. The more
individuals from each population that have been characterized and are present in the database, the more accurate the inferences about sample geographic aﬃliation
will be.
Potential pitfalls using this approach are the possibility of over-estimating the number of contributors due
to the occurrence of heteroplasmic mitochondria, and
the possibility of under-estimating the number due to
individuals with identical haplogroups. Although heteroplasmy is believed to be rare and diﬃcult to account
for computationally, the probability that a mixture
could contain individuals with identical haplogroups
can be estimated. The probability of this occurring is
contingent on both the actual number of individuals in
the mixture and the frequencies of the haplogroups in
the population. In general, the probability of two individuals in a mixture having
P the same sequence can be
represented by ½1  ð1  ðXi Þ2 ÞM , where Xi represents
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the frequency of each haplogroup in the population and
M is the number of possible pairings in the sample of
interest. Pairings increase with the number of contributors, n, in the following manner: n!=2!ðn  2Þ!. Therefore, the probability of two individuals in a mixture
having the same mtDNA sequence using this approach
is low given a sample with few contributors from diverse
haplogroups, and increases with haplogroup isolation
and increased number of contributors.
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